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Background
20/20 calls on the city, in part, to invest $20 million annually in permanently affordable
housing. But it is more than a housing plan- 20/20 will bring jobs to our city, boost
investment, and bene t Baltimore's economy in many other ways.This will bring in at
least another $80 million in outside investment, create 400 new homes, and could
generate as many as 1,000 jobs for Baltimore City residents. 20/20 will produce tax
revenue for schools and other public works, attract businesses to Baltimore, support
families and children, and reduce foreclosures and vacant properties.
20/20 will also build community strength by supporting Community Land Trusts, or
CLTs, which are neighborhood-based nonpro ts. People can either own or rent CLT
homes and, along with other people with ties to the local community, have a say in how
the CLT operates. The U.S. now has over 250 CLTs, including an active movement across
Baltimore to create community driven development without displacement.

20/20 will create jobs, attract outside investment, and bene t
Baltimore's economy.

20/20 Benefits the Whole City
20/20 will create and stimulate as many as 1000 jobs, based on studies done
nationally and in other cities:
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From 320 to 700 construction jobs at $35,000 to $75,00 per year, supporting a
diverse mix of people (minority-owned construction rms received 23% of
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contracts in 2012).
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Up to 168 other jobs through the "ripple effect" from construction spending.5
As many as 120 more jobs through homeowners' long-term spending.6 A new
7
homeowner pumps an extra $3,700 into the economy in the rst year alone!
Public funding through 20/20 can bring additional private investment into Baltimore
(also called "leveraging").
Based on national averages, every dollar the city spends leverages at least $4 in
additional private investment.
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This means another $80 million pumped into redeveloping Baltimore.

Permanently affordable housing makes the city more attractive to businesses.
Businesses need workers, and workers need stable, affordable housing.
When jobs are left un lled because workers can't nd good housing, businesses
and the local economy lose out.

Permanently affordable housing supports stable and healthy families, workers,
and students.
Paying less for housing means families can afford to pay for better food, doctor
visits, and quality daycare.9
Stable, affordable housing boosts childhood development, school performance,
and health.10

20/20 helps the city achieve its own goals of economic inclusion and providing
affordable housing.12
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Funding for permanently affordable housing promotes economic inclusion and
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helps to address the unmet need for 70,000 affordable rental units.
Without 20/20 funding, the affordable housing crisis can become even more
severe. Speci cally, Baltimore residents could face displacement as
redevelopment increases private rents and price residents out of their
communities.15
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20/20 & CLTs Benefit the Whole City
CLTs pay property taxes.
Maryland law requires CLT homeowners to pay property taxes.16 Adding CLT units
means more tax revenue for the city to invest in schools, roads, and other public
services.

CLTs mean fewer foreclosures.
During the recent recession, CLT homeowners out-performed conventional
mortgage-holders in paying their mortgages on time: delinquencies were only
1.3% for CLTs, compared to 8.57% for conventional mortgages.17
This is true even though CLT owners were of low and moderate incomes, while
conventional mortgage-holders were of all incomes.18
CLTs also meant fewer foreclosures: 0.46% foreclosure rates for CLT
homeowners, compared to 4.63% for market-rate homes.19
This meant that for every 9 market-rate homes in foreclosure, there was only 1
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CLT.

CLTs support neighborhood stability, even when the market falters
CLTs help cities rebound by reclaiming foreclosed properties. They are
experienced in turning vacant properties into stable, viable homes for new
owners.21
CLTs also help prevent future blight, foreclosures, and vacancies. If a CLT
homeowner does experience dif culty, the CLT can help. CLTs are communitybased organizations with a stake in the homeowner's success, so will help ensure
that homes don't deteriorate and can help the homeowner avoid default.22
Approximately 4,000 to 5,000 properties that the city calls "vacant: are owned by
the city itself.23 Seed money for 20/20 will put these properties to good use, under
local neighborhood control.

CLTs use the market to stretch public subsidies further.
CLTs need public subsidies to develop the homes are rst. But future buyers
generally do not need deep subsidies to purchase the homes, unlike other housing
programs.
This is possible because CLTs keep home prices low, instead of allowing market
speculation to raise the home price beyond what is affordable. This is how CLTs
create "permanently" affordable housing, with out a continuous need for deep
new subsidies.
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